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Ukraine – beginning of World War III?
INTRO
Daily, unending news of
threatening war and violence reach us! All that
is happening around the
Ukraine-crisis are signs
of an upcoming war in
Europe.
Yet this is not the only war
that is threatening us. If
you attentively read the
backside of this issue you
will notice that even daily
- mostly unnoticed - we
are confronted with
further wars. At this present time, only “taking
the second glance” is
going to save us! Escape
from the fog of the ever
same official media reporting. The one who informs
himself broadly can be
revived from fear and resignation by offensively
taking the initiative in reviving his immediate surrounding. Only a sleeping
people can be overcome.
The Editor (ef./dd.)

This is an excerpt from the
Russian Internet-Petition to UNSecurity Council against the invasion of Russian and NATOtroops in Ukraine: “We demand
that all foreign provocateurs
and all members of the secret
services will be withdrawn
from Ukraine. They only disseminate hatred and tension.
World War I, as well as World
War II started by just the same
provocations of the secret services […] The secret services,
their combatants kill – both,

from western as well as east
Ukrainian side – and it is said,
that only military can hold these
killers in check. But they intend
to deceive us again! Those who
are looking for a pretense to
send their troops into the country are these same who kill […]
That is why today professional
killers, - coldblooded mass murderers - are battering people to
death in southeastern Ukraine,
under the name of “Right Sector”. These are the same who
killed the Euromaidan suppor-

ters and Berkut-people on the
Maidan in Kiev […] In the fueling of this hatred which leads
to fratricide, they get a lot of
help from the mass media. One
must not believe them! […] To
call people and encourage them
to kill other humans means to
provoke a new, third World
War in which there will not be a
winner […]”
Sources:
Original excerpts from Petition Text:
http://newsland.com/news/detail/
id/1367134/
www.klagemauer.tv/?a=showportal&
keyword=allvids&from=09.05.2014

Odessa – Tragedy or Planned Massacre?
dec. The bloodbath at Odessa
on May 2nd, according to Ukrainian Chief Public Prosecutor
had been planned long before
the event. Unidentified men
provoked the approx 1,500
football fans and activists of
the Kiev putsch government
and drove them towards the
Trade Unions building where
the unarmed opposition had
their peaceful tent camp.
These people fled from the
agitated pro-Kiev-crowd into
the Trade Unions building.
Radical forces then set the tent

camp on fire and began to
throw Molotov cocktails into
the building.
The photos of the corpses
found on the internet give a
vague idea of what must have
really happened inside the
building. Civilian victims,
even women and children,
were tortured, raped, strangled, struck dead with blackjacks or shot in the head. Afterwards flammable fluids were
poured over peoples’ heads
and hands to blur the traces of
violence. Meanwhile there is

evidence that special units of
the Ukrainian putsch-government were inside the building
who then executed people one
after another – resulting in
116 dead altogether.
Sources:
http://de.ria.ru/post_soviet_space/
20140506/268434075.html
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/europa/redaktion/
haben-unbekannte-provokateure-diegewalt-in-odessa-angestachelt.html
Beware: The photos are gruesome!
http://ersieesist.livejournal.com/813.html
http://russianmoscowladynews.com/2014/
05/05/die-bandera-erben/#comments
www.klagemauer.tv/?a=showportal&ke
yword=allvids&id=3010

Concentration camps in Ukraine?
“Enlightenment is
man’s escape from
his self-imposed
immaturity.”
Immanuel Kant

In Eastern Ukraine you come The hand-over of the complexes
across two “Concentration Mig- originally planned for the year
ration Centres” currently under 2015 has advanced July 2014.
construction. They are alleged- The camps are surrounded by a
ly for outlaws and immigrants barbed wire fence, several
from Africa and the Middle metres high. The illegitimate
East. Both projects are descri- government in Kiev passed a
bed in English language, car- law on April 8, 2014 that
ried out by a Turkish enterprise “Ukrainian citizens which take
and are co-financed by the EU. part in demonstrations and pro-

test actions for the reintegration
into the Russian Federation and
offer resistance against military
actions, […] will be sentenced
to prison for treason.” Coincidence?
Sources:
Original excerpts
http://nk.org.ua/cat/one?
Id=79570&skip=10
http://russia.tv/video/show/brand_id/
3957/episode_id/982929/
video_id/993566/
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Does the west prepare for a war against Russia?
vg. While western media frankly report about Russian troops
at the Ukrainian border, we can
hardly hear anything about the
big movement of western war
material towards the Russian
border: Since March they have
transferred an aircraft carrier to
the Black Sea, US-jet fighters
to Lithuania and Poland and
airborne troops to the Baltic
states (= Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania). Currently a missile defense system is established in
Poland (which is said to be di-

rected against Iran). In April
hundreds of battle tanks have
been sighted in Dresden and
Vienna which were transported
by train to the east. Allegedly
these are “Dutch tanks officially on their way to Hungary for
a joint exercise of the Netherlands, Hungary and the USA”.
Why precisely in Hungary – a
bordering country of the UkraSources:
ine?
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FC0_rT-Euns#t=15
www.klagemauer.tv/?a=showportal&
keyword=allvids&from=12.05.2014&
to=12.05.20

Geo-engeneering – controlled “climate
protection” or control of the world?”
ga. The official statement of days. This technology opens up
geo-engeneering is about the the possibility to create not only
stabilization of the climate to rain, but also tempests, thunderprotect the earth against global storms and lightning in any
warming. Yet, different pro- place, or to the contrary, to disgrams to manipulate the climate solve rain fronts, to halt hail and
have existed for more than 60 snowfall in order to produce a
years, according to Ms. J. Fraile, drought. Ms. Fraile points out:
chairwoman of the organization “Whoever possesses such a wea“Terra Sostenible”. The first pon is in control of the water
time these “weapons of war” supply and the food products.”
were used was in the Vietnam (More about this topic to be found in S&G
War in order to flood the Vietna- Nr.25/14 German issue of VnC)
Source:
mese supply channel and to
www.youtube.com/watch?V=
lengthen the monsoon for 50
o0YvfNsBWOo

Russia attacks
the Petrodollar!

The Dollar-Wars

mb. Russia is planning more
and more to accept the rouble
as trading currency for oil supplies and not the US dollar
anymore as dictated worldwide by the USA. Other states
like Iraq, Lybia, Iran and Venezuela too have been trying
to undermine this monopoly
and have clearly felt the resistance. The overthrow in
Ukraine steered by the West
seems to be an attempt to put
Russia in its place. How far
will the USA go to keep the
sinking dollar above water?
Sources:
www.voiceofrussia.com/2014_04_04/
Russia-prepares-to-attackthepetrodollar-2335
www.zeitpunkt.ch/news/
artikel-einzelansicht/artikel/russlandattackiert-den-petrodollar.html

Fracking – extremely
dangerous

op. In the fracking process, water and chemicals are pumped
2500 metres down in order to
extract natural gas out of rock.
That’s why since 2005 US oil
and gas companies have been
allowed to pump toxic
substances into or near drinking water supplies, where of“Anyone that can lengthen the monsoon in Vietnam is
ten the distance to residential
also capable of returning autumn to Europe in May.”
areas is only 200m. The chemiErika Frankenfeld
cal toxic broth which remains
after the fracking process
Radioactivity in a car?
doesn’t need to be disposed of,
ga. The American company ly supported. Where is the but is left to evaporate or trickLaser Power Systems (LPS) is veto from the so called envi- le into the groundwater. Resiworking on a new drive sys- ronment parties, environment dents have reported of physical
tem for motor vehicles. They organizations and the media? complaints, the smell of gas as
intend to generate energy by
well as dark water coming out
the use of the radioactive meSources: of their tap which is inflamtal thorium. LPS plans to use www.deutsche-wirtschaftsnachrichten. mable due to the high content
de/2013/11/08/automobilderthis technology in motors in
zukunft-acht-gramm-treibstoffreichen- of methane. Also in Germany
the serial production of cars.
fuer-100-jahre fracking has started, mostly
Should radioactivity be in our
Vortrag 9.AZK – „Die Gefahren der unnoticed.
Atomenergie“:
cars in the future? Dangerous
Source: www.youtube.com/watch?
www.anti-zensur.info/
v=mmf_JYrEhyw
forms of energy are continual-

ft. Washington made Russia
know that trading oil without
the US dollar would cause
sanctions by the United States
of America. If all countries
would leave the Petro dollar
system, the value of the dollar
would fall down into a bottomless abyss – and with it the
power of Washington! Only
because the dollar is accepted
as a medium of exchange in
oil trades can the US still pay
their bills. Without this money
America’s waging of war
would be massively hampered.
Sources:
www.paulcraigroberts.org/2014/04/
06/obama-issues-threats-russianatopaul-craig-roberts/
www.whywar.at/dollardeckung_der_usa

Closing Point ●
All these brutal and inhuman developments shed
light on those who cause
it: Keep in mind, it is a
small amount of “powerhungry world rulers“Non-humans, Satanists
who need war and its brutality. Our answer is
truth: Those in the dark
and liars cannot keep existing in the light of reality!”
The Editor (ef./dd.)

“Every citizen with a
sane mind must invest
all his power in this
fight for peace if he
wants to defend his
most important right –
the right to life.”
Quote from the
Russian Internet-Petition

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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